
More Than Mozart
Aspiring to bring Mozart‘s timeless brilliance into 
the 21st century, Igudesman showcases a unique 
ability to delve into the depths of Wolfgang‘s genius.
n his book “Mozart and More,” published by Universal Edition, 
Igudesman skillfully weaves novelty, relevance, and wit into 
Mozart‘s cherished compositions. What makes his artistic pursuit 
stand out is his unwavering commitment to infuse enduring 
masterpieces with a fresh and playful spirit while preserving their 
integrity. 
A testament to his ingenuity, Igudesman‘s Mozart reinterpretations 
have captivated millions of viewers on YouTube, resonating deeply 
with audiences worldwide. In the „More than Mozart“ program, 
Igudesman elevates his playful approach to Mozart‘s music to a 
symphonic level.
„A Very Little Night Music“ skillfully condenses the most celebrated 
divertimento of all time into a compact 3-minute masterpiece, 
preserving its wit and musical brilliance. Meanwhile, „Twinkle 
Twinkle, You Big Star“ presents a virtuoso reinvention of arguably 
the world‘s most beloved nursery rhyme, transforming into a 
brilliant tour de force of violinistic brilliance. „Alla Molto Turka“ 
skillfully accentuates the Turkish undertones within Mozart‘s 
original composition. 
„Rondiño para Wolfgang“ stands as Igudesman‘s original 
composition, meticulously crafted in Mozart‘s style, featuring a 
delightful transition into the world of tango. This piece offers a 
glimpse into how Mozart might have interpreted Argentine music, 
if he had the opportunity to visit Buenos Aires. In „Figure Out What 
You Want,“ Igudesman ingeniously reinvents the Figaro Overture, 
injecting an extra dose of humor while preserving its essence. 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, renowned for his mischievous humor, 
revels in Aleksey Igudesman‘s delightful endeavors to breathe 
new life into his music.

“Figure Out What you Want”  Mozart/Igudesman
„Alla Molto Turka“       Mozart/Igudesman & Joo
“A Very Little Night Music”  Mozart/Igudesman
“Twinkle Twinkle, You Big Star” Mozart/Igudesman
“Rondiño para Wolfgang”  Aleksey Igudesman

Format: Soloist + Symphony Orchestra
Conductor & Soloist: Aleksey Igudesman 

 

 

Alla molto turca

Twinkle Twinkle, You Big Star

EXCERPT FROM THE PROGRAM

INFO

DEMO REELS

www.alekseyigudesman.com
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